Introduction
and definitions. Consider a one-parameter flow (X, T). There are two classes of replete semigroups properly contained in T, positive (containing positive elements) and negative. If P is positive, then the P-limit set Px of x (defined below) is nothing but w(x) and if P is negative, the P-limit set of x is a(x). In fact, if we compactify T by the addition of + oo and -oo, and let T fix these two points and translate the others, the result is a transformation group such that P is positive if and only if P0=w(0).
In this paper we consider generalizations of this situation to the case of limit sets of replete semigroups in a locally compact abelian group. There are two natural generalizations of co(x) available. See [2, §2] for a discussion of this point. Related questions are studied in [l] , [2] , [5] .
Throughout this paper, the terminology of [3] will be used. (X, T, it) will denote a transformation group where T is locally compact and abelian. The letter e will denote the identity of T, and P and Q will denote replete semigroups properly contained in T. A subset 5 of T will be called P-extensive if it meets pP for each pEP, weakly P-extensive if it meets each replete semigroup contained in P, and P-syndetic if PQSK for some compact set K. The P-limit set Px of a point x£X is defined by Px = (I ClxxpP. p£P The weak P-limit set P(x) of x is defined by P(x) = 0 Clx xQ where the intersection is taken over all replete semigroups QCP. If T is the integers or the reals, then Px = P(x). We will say that P and Q have the same syndetic (extensive, weakly extensive) sets provided that each subset 5 of T has the property that SC\P is P-syndetic (Pextensive, weakly P-extensive) if and only if SC\Q is (Asyndetic (^-extensive, weakly ^-extensive). If only replete semigroups are required to have this property, we will say that P and Q have the same syndetic (extensive, weakly extensive) replete semigroups.
In §2 we investigate an equivalence relation among replete semigroups in T whose classes turn out to consist of precisely those replete semigroups which have identical limit sets for every transformation group, or (equivalently) have the same extensive sets, or (equivalently) have the same syndetic sets. In §3 we study an equivalence relation whose classes consist of those replete semigroups having the same weak limit sets or (equivalently) the same extensive replete semigroups, or (equivalently) the same weakly extensive sets.
2. Strong equivalence. We say that P and Q are strongly equivalent and write P~Q provided that there exist p£P and qEQ such that pPQQ and qQQP. Proof. P° and P are semigroups by the continuity of the group operation, and ?U {e} is obviously a semigroup. By [2, Lemma 2.6], P° is replete, and both P and PU {e} are replete since both contain P. Let K be a compact neighborhood of e. Then PQPK and there exists pEP such that pKCP. Hence pPQpPKQP and so P ~ P. Since p(PKJ{e})CP for any pEP, we have P~PU {e}.
Remark. If 5 is a replete subset of P and if K is a compact subset of P, then there exists sES such that sKQS.
Proof. Since KVJK2 is compact, there exists tET such that tKKJtK2QS. Pick any kEK and let s = tk. Then sES and ^C5.
Lemma 2. If pEP, then P -pP is not a replete set.
Proof. If it were, since {p} is compact, there would exist p'EP such that pp'EP -pP which is a contradiction.
Lemma 3. If P -Qis replete, then P-tQ is replete for all tET.
Proof. Let tET and let K be a compact subset of P. There exists sET such that s(K\Jt-lK)CZP-Q. Hence sKQP-tQ. Proof. Since (1) and (2) are symmetric and PC\Q is always a semigroup, it suffices to prove (1) equivalent to (3). We assume (1) and prove (3) . Let K be a compact subset of T. There exist pEP and qEQ such that pKQP and qKCQ. Then tKQPr~\Q for each tEpP C\qQ. If pPC\qQ = 0, choose p'EP so that qp'EpP and thus p'P Qq~lpP. Hence QCsp'P = 0 and so PC~\Q is not P-extensive, contrary to (1). Now assume (3). If (1) is false, then there exists pEP such that (Pr\Q)T\pP = 0. So P-QQP-pP which is not replete by Lemma 2.
Then P -Q is not replete, contrary to (3).
Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) P and Q are strongly equivalent.
(2) Neither P-Qnor Q-P is replete. Proof.
We establish (1)=>(3)=*(2)=>(4)=»(1) and (1)=> (5) =»(6)=>(1).
First cycle. Assume (1). Let Pf^S be P-extensive and let qEQBy the remarks at the beginning of this section there exists pEP such that pPQqQ. Since SC\pP j*0, SC\qQ ?*0 and so S(~\Q iŝ -extensive.
Hence P and Q have the same extensive sets. Assume (3). Since P -Q is clearly not (^-extensive, it is not Pextensive, so (P-Q)C\pP = 0 for some pEP-Then P-QQP-pP which is not replete by Lemma 2.
Assume (2). Suppose Pr\S is P-syndetic. Since Q -P is not replete, there is a compact subset K of T such that PC^SK and tKQQ -P for any tET. Pick qoEQ such that qoKC.Q. Then for each qEqoQ, qKQQ and so qKC\P^0. Hence qoQ^PK-l^S(KK~l). Thus QQS(q0-1KK~1) so, by Lemma 4, SC\Q is (Asyndetic.
Assume (4). P is P-syndetic, hence Q-syndetic, so PC\Q is Q-syndetic and P-syndetic. There exists compact K such that PC. (P(~\Q)K. Since T is abelian, PC\Q is P-extensive by an argument similar to [3, 6 .17]. Then by Lemma 5, PC\Q is a replete semigroup. Choose pEPr\Q such that pKQPr\Q. Then pPQp(Pr\Q)KQ(Pr\Q)2QQ.
Similarly pQCiP and so P«Q. This completes the first cycle.
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To start the second cycle, notice that (5) follows easily from (1) and the definition of limit set and that (6) follows trivially from (5). We assume that (1) is false, i.e., that P&Q. We may assume that P -Q is replete and by Lemma 1, that P is open, Q is closed and eEQ-Let X = T\J{x0\ and give X the topology induced by the neighborhood bases inherited from T along with an open neighborhood base at xo consisting of all sets of the form |x0}U(pP-q~lQ) where pEP and qEQ. It is easy to see that this makes X a Hausdorff space. Let the phase map x be defined to be group operation on TXT and ir(x0, /) =x0 for all tET. We verify the continuity of ir at points (x0, t). Choose /£Pand let {x0} W(p0P-q0~1Q) be a basic open neighborhood of Xo. Let if be a compact neighborhood of e. Then L = /PU/_1P_1 is a compact symmetric neighborhood of t. It suffices to find pEP and qEQ such that (pP-q'^LQpoP-q^Q.
Choose pEP and qEQ so that pLQpoP and qLQq0Q. Then (T-q~lQ) C\qo1QL = 0 and since P is symmetric, (pP -g_10LCpoP -q^Q.
In the transformation group (X, T, ir) defined by the above, xo is in P, but not in Qe. To see the latter, notice that {x0}WP -Q is a neighborhood of x0 not meeting Q, so x0€j:Clx-Q = Ox Tr(e, Q)^2Qe. To see that x0£Pc, let {x0} W(pP -q~lQ) be a basic open neighborhood of xo and let po£P. If (pP-q~lQ)r\poP = 0, then ppoPQpPf~\pDP Qq~1Q, so P -q^QQP-ppoP which is not replete. But Lemma 3 says that P-q^Q is replete. Thus (pP-q~1Q)r\poP^0 ior each po£P and so x0£f\ep Clx pP = fW CI* ir(e, pP)=Pe. Hence (6) is false and the proof is complete.
Theorem 1 guarantees that strongly equivalent replete semigroups will have the same limit sets for any transformation group (X, T, ir). However, it is easy to think of transformation groups where Px = Qx for each x£A although P is not strongly equivalent to Q. The next theorem shows that for each locally compact abelian group P, there is an action of T on a space X and a point x£A such that inequivalent replete semigroups have unequal limit sets. More precisely, we have q'EQx such that q'QxQqQx^Qx. Choose g"£<2 so that q"QQq'QxThen qi = q"q"EQi and qxQQqQx-Hence piPi-q^QiQpP-q^Q.
Define the phase map ir to be group operation on TXT and to leave all the ideal points fixed. Then, just as in Theorem 1, ([P], [Q] ) is in Pe but not Qe.
Remark. It is easy to see that there are only two strong equivalence classes of replete semigroups in Rl. In R" where ra^2, things change drastically.
Hahn showed in [4] that every replete semigroup in Rn contains a wedge and that every wedge is itself a replete semigroup. It is immediate that any wedge in i?" is strongly equivalent to a closed wedge with vertex at the origin and that any two closed wedges with vertex at the origin are strongly equivalent if and only if they are identical. Thus for ra^2, the number of strong equivalence classes in Rn is uncountable.
3. Weak equivalence. In this paragraph we study an equivalence relation among replete semigroups which will guarantee that P(x) = Q(x) precisely when P and Q are equivalent. The situation is parallel to that studied in §2, so many of the details will be omitted.
We say that P and Q are weakly equivalent and write P~Q provided that given replete semigroups P'CZP and Q'QQ, there exist replete semigroups P"CP and Q"^Q such that P"^Q' and Q"(ZP'.
It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation. Proof. It is easy to check that (1)=*(3)=>(2)=>(4)=K1). It is also easy to see that (1)=>(5)=>(6). So assume (1) is false. Note that the first cycle shows that strong equivalence implies weak equivalence.
So we may assume that PooQ and that Q is open and P -Q contains a replete semigroup. Adjoin to T the ideal point xo with a base of open neighborhoods consisting of all sets of the form {x0}VJqQ where qEQ-Let T fix the ideal point and translate by group operation the other points. It is easy to see that P(e) = 0 and that Q(e) = {xo}, so that (6) is false.
Theorem 4. For every locally compact abelian topological group T, there is a transformation group (X, T, ir) and a distinguished point x£X such that the following statements are equivalent.
(1) P and Q are weakly equivalent.
(2) PX = QX. 
